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“Wetiko” is a word that Native Americans use to designate an evil person who never worries about
the well-being of others. A physic pathogen forcing the narcissist to feed their insatiable needs as if
they were starving whilst evilly destroying others. It makes humanity become its own worst enemy…
Professor Jack D. Forbes quote,
“The overriding characteristic of the Wetiko is that he or she consumes other human beings, that is, he is a predator and a
cannibal. This is the central essence of the disease. Predators, “full-blown” Wetikos are not in touch with their own humanity, and
therefore can’t see the humanity in others. Instead, they relate to others either as potential prey or as a threat to their dominance.
Speaking about the rapidly spreading Wetiko contagion, Forbes writes, “It is spread by the Wetikos themselves as they recruit or
corrupt others As if a different breed who is more animal-like predator than ordinary human being, someone fully taken over by the
Wetiko psychosis consumes others’ lives, physically, emotionally, psychically and meta-physically, beyond just the material body
and physical possessions to the level of meaning itself.
“Big Wetikos,” are full-blown Wetikos who have climbed the Wetiko ladder, jumped through the Wetiko hoops, and have risen in
the Wetiko ranks so as to find themselves occupying positions of power where they can influence and control events in our world
so as to game the system. The Big Wetikos who control the levers of power, be they the super wealthy, CEO’s of corporations,
bank presidents, or leaders of nation-states, are particularly dangerous, as they define the terms of our dialogue, dominating the
agreed upon historical narrative. Managing our perceptions through the propaganda engines of the mainstream, corporate media
which they control.
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1. Introduction:
This report is a first draft in respect of asset stripping and fraud allegations by approaching 200 victims as
to the below financial services providers. Where victims have suffered loss at the hands of individuals,
where questions must now be asked about people that have too much power and abused their position:
•
•
•
•
•

Lloyds BSU (Business Support Unit),
UK Acorn,
Commercial First
HBoS Vavasseur
and Lloyds HBoS (Halifax/Bank of Scotland)

The report tasks looking at how victims complaints are dealt with, or in most cases, how effort is made to
not investigate. In particular how complaints flow in UK police hands, who is responsible and with research,
victims intel (in a way never before gathered) WHY victims remain tortured and attacked by banks, their
lawyers, LPA Receivers, bailiffs and onward debt collection. This, the Wetiko investigation based on
gathered intelligence highlights lack of individual Oversight and Accountability flaws for unjust enrichment
of a few.
The report is a first draft, as evidence is now flowing in weekly and is being processed and plotted in a flow
chart we are calling the “MATRIX”. After a decade, mass intel from victims, when plotted points to failure
of three particular police forces and the quango Action Fraud, and those ultimately who have been
negligent, or have carried out the common law offence of “Misconduct in Public Office” when the office
holder(s) acts (or fails to act) in a way that constitutes a breach of the duties of that office (or offices):

2. Summary:
Accusations by Lloyds BSU victims have been passed to Avon & Somerset Police from ActionFraud (as
controlled by) City of London Police. Many of the City of London Law firms, including barristers and QC’s
plough on to unjustly take assets including homes, businesses, other property and consumers intellectual
rights and ownerships, typically through Square Mile Courts, whilst police and City of London Corporation
authorities suppress UK wide investigations into the frauds. Thus fraud is not only administered via LPA
Receivers, but also done in the High Court in cities outside London and also via the County Courts and the
Chancery at the RCJ, when evidence is not declared in breach of Civil Procedure Rules (CPR). Most
victims lose the steam to carry on, or funds run out paying defence lawyers.
The “Lloyds Bank Victims Group” now comprise of around 100+ main cases and currently around 40+
sub cases, and around another 40+ UK Acorn cases. The frauds happening now are typical of those
reflected in the “PROJECT LORD TURNBULL REPORT” that Lloyds denied had happened for years; as
exposed by LBG Auditor; senior Risk Officer Sally Masterton. Further connections with prosecuted frauds
by connected parties include the HBoS Vavasseur frauds, which saw actors go to prison.
In most cases, deception is concealed for years, and hard to unpick, as the fraud engineers use auditors
such as KPMG, Price Waterhouse Cooper (PwC) and Grant Thornton to force companies into collapse
and administration and to cover the trails of false annual returns. In the Lloyds BSU cases, PwC played a
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large part including auditing and inspecting accounts and then preparing Lloyds Banking Groups (LBG’s)
annual SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) Form 20-F returns. Returns were then signed off
by the CEO and the CFO. For example the 2012 returns (according to their public records) where signed
off by Mr Antonio Horta Osorio and CFO Mr George Culmer.
As well as consumers being asset stripped, the bank is false accounting as to the cost of their services and
false valuations of properties that are stolen. In doing so the BSU operation raises further SEC debt on
customers compounding debt further, typically with its LPAR, Alder King. The same happened at UK
Acorn, which worked in cahoots with a Nick Burd, who now lives the life of Riley from stolen funds, where
he has a very nice farm with equestrian facilities and holiday lets in Portugal. What appears, is that many of
those involved could be classed as by appointment of friends and associates to positions of authority,
without proper regard to their qualifications. “Cronyism” and “Nepotism.
PwC senior partners and others such as Alder King and Burges Salmon connect via the Society of
Merchant Venturers, Bristol and “Common Purpose” via Mrs Caroline Duckworth the Society of Merchant
Venturers Treasurer. The Society of Merchant Venturers has close ties with the Corporation of the City of
London and the SMV’s also assisted centuries ago in funding the early Lloyds Bank from slavery funds, in
particular from Edward Colston, whose statue was recently pulled down in protest.
Lloyds Banking Group victims, BSU, FRP and HBoS and Vavassuer victims are typically SME’s who were
asset rich. Whilst most UK Acorn victims were mostly small holders and farming victims. All asset rich and
dependent on debt financing, as brokered by Lloyds Banking Group, UK Acorn, HBoS and Commercial
First. Cases range from just south of £1m and can be in excess of £100m. A few cases extend to hundreds
of millions and away from the above targeted victims; through Lloyds Bank’s FRP arm and tie-in with
Lloyds Development Capital (LDC) investment arm at Reading. Such cases include Keith Elliot (Premier
Motor Auctions), Michelle Young, and Harold Tillman. Harold had majority shares in Jaeger Fashion and
Aquascutum. In Michelle Young’s Case (No. FD07D02865 - RCJ), she won her day in Court and has not
received funds from judgement. Additionally, related business partners of (her ex) Scott Young, have come
to tragic ends including; Johnny Elichaiff falling from a car park roof. Russian, Boris Berezovsky found
hung, then Scott Young’s death, failing from his fourth floor Marylebone flat onto iron railings.
The LBG ‘victims group’ has strong team leaders; including an ex CID officer, a former property industry
adviser to Treasury as to the 3MLD and 4MLD and property fraud systemic advisories to NTSEAT (Trading
Standards). Additionally, we have close ties with lawyers, barristers and other professionals including
investigative/forensic chartered accountants, further police officers, and banking experts; including
Professor Nigel Harper, former HMRC Banking examiner / inspectorate, with vast experience on retail and
commercial lending, risk management, compliance, audit and corporate governance.
As a group, we have collected names of fraudster predators involved and have noted systemic patterns
used to collapse and asset strip victims. Unprofessional conduct of the bank and its representatives have
come to light, including: conspiracy to defraud, valuation rigging, forged signatures, falsely created
documents, perjury and breaches of the 2006 Fraud Act by those representing the banks; from their own
Staff, Secondees, Valuers, LPA Receivers, Solicitors, Barristers, Auditors, senior MPs, regulators and
investment houses, both during collapse and furthermore at Court. In particular, abuse of position and
abuse of process.
In many cases, same Judges’ names reappear in other cases where injustice appears served. As such
torture is paid for by the victims who are thus denied remedy or justice and remedy in the process of asset
stripping. Victims are coerced and often gas lighted, resulting in ill health and mental health issues.
“ Gas-lighting is a form of psychological manipulation in which a person or a group
covertly sows seeds of doubt in a targeted individual or group, making them question their
own memory, perception, or judgment, often evoking in them cognitive dissonance and other
changes including low self-esteem”.
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3. Banks do not lend, Land Registry are not informed to update the Register
and Police are not Investigating:
Importantly, banks do not lend, they sell debt via “promissory notes” to SPV’s (special purpose vehicles)
using “assignment” as gained from the borrower (obligator), based on personal guarantees (PG’s) and
business plans (that we now understand gives the predators insight as to when the business is most
vulnerable, to attack it. In the establishing of the loans and mortgages; over a period of time and changing
stages, the consumers are enticed (baited) typically for the promise to be supported, in the victim’s
business growth/expansion plan.
Promised lending then fails to fully come through midway to 2/3rds along. Or terms are changed under
duress or at times of financial and mental stress, secretly, or hidden in new agreements when the
consumer is very vulnerable. Thus, the “switch” stage happens; and as such one of the 31 Banned
Practices of Trading Standards, is achieved known as “Bait & Switch” via unlawful and unfair process..
In the early stages of the fraud, the bank will place an “originators” charge at Land Registry. In the fraud,
the bank fails to update their “originators” charge, to show that the debt has been sold on to the SPV, as a
remote TRUE SALE. The bank is no more than a middle man finance broker and not the true owner of the
debt. Yet the bank who brings nothing more than sly of hand contracts to the table, abuses their position to
take advantage of the SPV investors funds and “mindfully and willingly” manipulates at risk the SME’s
assets, be they bricks and mortar, money, chattels or intellectual property such as a brand or software.
On collapse, the bank’s lawyers in WBR (wholesale banking recoveries) present inflated and false costs as
created in their BSU/ LDC/ FRP (relating to Lloyds Bank) commercial departments. Such false costs are
ultimately signed off by the banks CEO, CFO and it’s auditors (PwC) in it’s annual audit and include:
•
•
•
•
•

Lawyers,
Barristers,
Valuer/Surveyor reports
Estate Agent/ Letting Agent fees
and questionable Property Management costs from Law of Property Act Receivers (LPAR’s)

In the manipulation of bringing in funds, the banks departments such as BSU present false Land Registry
entries to their legal teams, along with below market valuation(s) (BMV), as much as 50% below a
property’s or portfolios true open market value.
In realistic perspective, it is impossible that so many cases that ran on 70% LTV debt funding can
end up leaving the victim broke or in debt, in a static or rising property market.
In the LBG BSU cases, evidence shows that BSU John Holliday, Andrew Pavey and Nick Wilson collude
with Alder King LPAR and breach Supreme Court Ruling – 2013 under the ”Balance Sheet Test” under
section 123. **A good example of this can be found in the bundle prepared for Mr Graham Stewart from
Newcastle, who lost 16 buy-to-let properties. MP Kevin Hollinrake and Co Chair of the APPG Fair Banking
is fully aware of Graham Stewart’s bundle which is also supported by Professor Nigel Harper, as entered
as one of the first BBRS (Business Banking Resolution Scheme) pilot cases.
To complete the concealment of the frauds, victims from around the UK discovered that we all ended up at
Action Fraud (as controlled by the City of London), at which point our cases would be passed to Avon &
Somerset Police. On A&S Police failing to act and its police officers fobbing victims off. Complaints were
raised to its Police Crime Commissioner, Sue Mountstevens. She too failed to act, where complaints were
raised to the Police Crime Panel and evidence given.
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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This resulted in a substandard “peer review” that Mrs Mountstevens wrote and controlled with her
Deputy PCC John Smith which did not give allowance for Thames valley Police to investigate
criminal activity or misconduct, that has further left victims on the breadline and in cases out on the
street due to the thefts by parties at and involved with operations at Lloyds Bank, UK Acorn, Commercial
First and HBoS. Tragically, this has resulted in the wrongdoers being left free, and victims without
restitution or justice for the crimes done.
Section 12 of the Criminal Justice Act 1987 provides that common law conspiracy to
defraud may be charged even if the conduct agreed upon will involve the commission of a
statutory offence. In England and Wales. it is clearly the law that an agreement by two or
more by dishonesty to deprive a person of something which is his or to which he is or would
be entitled and an agreement by two or more by dishonesty to injure some proprietary right
of his, suffices to constitute the offence of conspiracy to defraud.

4. Construction of the “Matrix”
At page 14, is a section of our group “Matrix” findings, based on and around Mr Simon Duckworth, whose
power in the fields of policing is comparable to those in banking that Mr Andrew Bailey holds. In other
words Mr Duckworth is one, if not the most senior civil servant over UK Police and also senior in most City
of London authority concerns. A power that no single person should be at liberty to singularly influence
the monopoly of police services and authorities in place to protect all UK property/asset owners. Let alone
abuse, or fail by neglect of their public office duties !
Mr Duckworth’s position and very close connections point that he is either:
(i) Complicit and abusing his position to conceal these frauds,
(ii) Or being negligent in public office at the most senior height. And in doing so is failing to expose
and prosecute high level economic crime, for the hurt, loss and suffering of victims.
The representations shown on pages 8 and 14 must be treated as works in progress. However, already
serious alarm bells are ringing, which tallies with why victims are left out in the cold and financially and
mentally broke with serious health conditions as a result.

5. Misconduct in Public office / Crown Prosecution Service
Definition of the Offence as shown on the CPS website states this is when
a person wilfully neglects to perform his duty and/or wilfully misconducts
himself; to such a degree as to amount to an abuse of the public's trust
in the office holder; without reasonable excuse or justification.
6. Systemic Police Suppression:
The illustrations plot researched associations of people, organisations, societies and authorities. The first
section shown focuses on Simon Duckworth and his wife, and how they link known players and their
interests with victims’ evidence and research from public domain such as Wiki, LinkedIn, government sites,
Companies House, Corporation of London websites and other has made such research very accessible.
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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7. Key Players:
The “Matrix” establishes that within a few steps, there are three powerful financiers; Mr Duckworth, Mr
Robert Stevenson and Lord Lupton. Seniors able to block police investigations. These people sit in
powerful positions and have the means and ability to move £billions about through prime financial
institutions such as Lloyds Bank, Barings, Hargreaves Lansdown, Black Rock, Green Finance, Fidelity
International and MXC Capital a London Merchant bank that deals in IT and is offshore and other
companies and institutions. Added to this, Mr Duckworth is connected to many IT system companies such
as “Adept4”, CBell, and the PLC “Accumuli” which itself has fallen under investigation in the past. Some of
these systems integrate with police systems.
Added to the above Mr Duckworth through his wife Mrs Caroline Duckworth, has further reach via
“Common Purpose” to senior police officers, persons of influence and Chiefs of Police such as Cressida
Dick at the Metropolitan Police, the Mayors Office for Policing and Commander Karen Baxter at the City of
London Police Economic Crime Directorate SOCEX. Sajid Aman Khan, Mayor of London also shows
support of Common Purpose, as does Deputy PCC John Smith at Avon & Somerset Police. Simon
Duckworth’s reach is immense and extends to the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and the National Crime
Agency (NCA).

Simon Duckworth connects with Lord Lupton via Barings. A relationship that goes back around 16
years. It has been suggested in main stream media that Lord Lupton will be the next Lloyds Bank Chair.
Lord Lupton is in a prime position to directly instruct cover up of these high end frauds and is another big
player directly linked in business via Barings and the City to be able to move huge funds about in the UK,
or even outside the UK via vehicles such as Lloyds Bank International. Lord Lupton also links to DLA Piper,
one of the City big law firms that daily and criminally attacks victims, as do TLT Solicitors, Eversheds,
Ashfords Law, Walker Morris, Foot Anstey, Denshams, Herbert Smith who tried blocking Sally Masterton
and her releasing the “Project Lord Turnbull Report”, Michelmores, Burges Salmon, Osborne Clarke,
HBJ Gately (now Addleshaws). Additionally, through victims we have evidence of abuse by barristers at
3VB Chambers and Guildhall Barristers in Bristol and London knowingly misleading proceedings and lying
in Court. Many would say Wetiko, Cronyism and Nepotism are at play. ..

Simon Duckworth’s official positions show as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deputy Chairman (Policy & Resources at City of London Corporation
City of London Police Authority
Association of Police and Crime Commissioners
HM Lieutenant (City of London)
Lieutenant (Greater London)
Senior Non Exec of the Serious Fraud Office (SFO)
Chairman, Economic Crime Board (City of London)
NCA Advisory Group/ Home Office
Economic Crime Co-ordination Board (Home Office)
Chair MET Audit Panel/ Mayors Office for Policy and Crime
Association of Police Authorities

Cronyism is the practice of partiality in awarding jobs and other advantages to
friends or trusted colleagues, especially in politics and between politicians and
supportive organizations. For instance, this includes appointing "cronies" to positions
of authority, regardless of their qualifications.
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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Below, the “Matrix” has so far highlighted these key players and how they link when we look at who
connects to who at what police stages. The flow is being plotted factually in a large flow-chart format from
reliable sources in a way that bulk victims intelligence has never been plotted. Complimented by publically
available information often input by the person shown or those who have their access to do so made
available for all to see on websites in public domain.

Whilst there is months of work ahead processing, researching, verifying and plotting data, the findings so
far raise the question as to why criminal investigations are failing and in most cases not even
starting. And who is responsible for either the cover up, or negligence?

The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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Simon Duckworth’s wife Caroline Duckworth connects “Common Purpose” and the Society of
Merchant Venturers Bristol via Guy Stobart and John Smith, ie Burges Salmon Solicitors and Avon
& Somerset PCC. Both gents and another from Burges Salmon, Peter Williams are connected to the
HBoS frauds for moving money about for the “HBOS Six” who went to jail for a period of 47 years. Burges
Salmon are a key common denominator from the UK Acorn, HBoS and BSU frauds, through to now playing
key roles at the PCC’s office in Avon & Somerset and Guy Stobarts role at “Common Purpose” as taken
over by Caroline Duckworth.

PCC Sue Mountstevens husband Steven Robertson links to two of Lloyds Bank’s biggest shareholders:
Hargreaves Lansdown / Blackrock – thus any gain/ victims loss that prospers the Sue Mountsteven’s /
Steven Robertson’s household from fraud cover up must see sentence as under Proceeds of Crime
Act 2002 (POCA 2002).
(One)
for cover up,
(Two)
for abusing their positions and
(Three) for benefiting from unlawful insider trading.

The below overview (Source: MarketScreener, Mar 2020) shows Lloyds banking Groups top shareholders:

Merchant Venturers (for which Caroline Duckworth as Treasurer) links PWC auditor members such as:
•
•

Ian Green (Regional Head of PwC)
and Irving Warnett (Director at PwC)
both of which were key in setting up and masterminding the scams and again link to LBG Antonio
Horta Osorio and LBG CFO George Culmer as to false annual audits to the SEC (Securities &
Exchange Commission).

The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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Lord Blackwell also falls to this part of the fraud as he too was in Lloyds Banks Risk Committee and all
come under the Senior Managers’ Regime.

In suppression of investigations, misfeasance should be explored as to police officers including
Avon & Somerset’s:
•

Dr Kirstie Cogram (whose doctorate perculiary is in seaweed and plants)

•

Niki White,

•

Andy Marsh and his wife assistant Chief Constable Nikki Watson (which
appears a compromised situation for husband and wife to work so close in
senior police roles)

•

and DS Marc Milliner.

City of London Police; Karen Baxter and Ian Younger + Cressida Dick MET Police/ “Common
Purpose” should also be looked at along with those in charge of the quango ActionFraud.
Former PM David Cameron is a massive “Common Purpose” supporter. He also nominated Lord
Lupton for CBE in 2012 – Lupton also donated £2.9m to the Conservatives.
PM David Cameron also introduced Police Crime Commissioners in 2011. What better way to nationally
introduce seniors in control of County/national police crime budgets and police crime plans. And if the need
arises, powers to hold the Police Chief to account and sack them if need be. …..
Whilst many PCCs such as Matthew Scott, Kent Police and Dorset’s PCC Martyn Underhill have refused to
have their police forces engage in any way what so ever to help victims. Victims have found PCC Anthony
Stansfeld very understanding and helpful and proactive in assisting. As such Mr Stansfeld knows more
about the “BAIT & SWITCH” frauds by banks than any other PCC in the UK. His knowledge and insight
should be fully supported and funded in bringing justice for victims in 2020, after which he aims to retire.

Lord Blackwell is the current Chair of Lloyds Banking Group. He holds a questionable past in company
failure, in particular Interserve PLC where he gained public contracts worth £660m which fell into
administration in an apparent repeat of the Carillion fiasco. Many would say Lord Blackwell is not safe or
competent to run a tap, let alone the UK’s biggest bank, that again is being bailed out via CBILS brokering
debt to SME’s, following being told by government that Lloyds and RBS would never be bailed out again.

Even in 2017, CEO of Lloyds Bank, Antonio Horta Osorio said that
‘the Taxpayers’ money must never again be used to bail out a failing bank’
Norman Blackwell is the ex policy adviser to past PM John Major. John Major too was big “Common
Purpose” fan. Evidence of this can be found in John Majors 1993 Speech to the Carlton Club titled:

CONSERVATISM IN THE 1990’S – OUR COMMON PURPOSE
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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Add to this, George Osborne who was Shadow Chancellor at the time of the 2008 banking meltdown, but
post meltdown became very involved in not exposing faults of the collapse and now gets £650k pa from
Black Rock. Black Rock always appears close to LBG’s financial interests, such as having representation
in the FSA under Peter Fisher, and HBoS via James Crosby, and even today infiltrating the BBRS,
which victims are very uncomfortable about seeing a PwC rep there and others connected with Lloyds
Bank, making victims question how fair redress is ever possible.
Other placement plants (not shown in the smaller illustrations) include a Chair of Eversheds LLP
Alan Jenkins who sits on the board of FOS (Financial Ombudsman Services) where remedy has
failed all our LBG Victims Group, where large and just claims fail any justice or criminal prosecutions to
remove the collective of wrongdoers..
“Common Purpose” is about placing executives in senior authoritative roles. A good example is
Eversheds LLP can be found on the web with many references to support “Common Purpose” agendas.

8. Trauma, Mental Health, Suicides and Children Self Harming:
Victims are still suffering, and for many it has been over a decade of economic attack and judicial hell. In
two years, our group has seen 22 victims cry out for help as to near suicide. We have had seven families
see children become teens and self harm, including overdoses. One such event happened earlier this year
when a collective of our victims raised concerns AGAIN to Sue Mountstevens and her useless Police Chief
Andy Marsh, the Police Crime panel and Sue Mountstevens Deputy PCC John Smith. Again we were
fobbed off even though we raised concerns over the frauds again AND of the growing suicide attempts.
A week later and one of our victims children found a LBG notice on the door of their family home. The teen
panicked and went to her bedroom and took a 60 tablet cocktail overdose. She nearly died. Onwards there
has been another adult teen attempt suicide in same circumstances, and we now have a third victim of
LBG who is considering going to Switzerland to terminate her life. Earlier this year members from our group
managed to fend off a repossession by LBG via their lawyers Walker Morris, who are pushing for eviction
based on a complex “Proprietary Estoppel” abuse that is now over the 12 years “Adverse Possession”
period.
Currently, we have three victims who are considering going to Switzerland to terminate their lives.
Add to this, victims who have fallen ill through stress and trauma and died early as a result, whilst bankers
involved and their counter-part associates keep their ill gotten gains and walk away.

9. TV Torture and Mental Health Lies every week
If the frauds and coercive abuse and gas lighting and financial rape and destruction isn’t bad enough,
victims torment continues 6-7 times a day as Lloyds Bank adverts come on. To make matters worse they
claim to be concerned and partner with Mental Health UK. This adds salt to the wounds and is an insult.

10. Aim and Fading Hope of Fair Restitution:
Few victims are convinced that the BBRS will give fair remedy whilst Lloyds & Co., have plants in place in
readiness to hamper cases alike FOS outcomes, police and other authorities failures. It appears too
compromised as it stands, and limitations appear a way for the bankers to walk away with very little
damage pro rata to the unjust and evil crimes they have gone un-punished for.
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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A full, uncompromised investigation must take place to bring victims remedy and fair consequential losses
returned. Removal of the named individuals at point 7 “Key Players” – would break the stronghold and
allow full criminal investigations in line with wrongdoing of the 2006 Fraud Act, 3MLD/4MLD and 5MLD as
to theft of assets and money laundering from POCA 2002.
Today, low fines and inadequate and broken regulation and policing means that there is no pain point for
the criminals who have been protected and above the law by “pretend protectors” such as PCC Sue
Mountstevens (Avon & Somerset), PCC Matthew Scott (Kent), PCC Katy Bourne (Sussex), PCC Lorne
Green (Norfolk), PCC Martyn Underhill (Dorset), Simon Duckworth and John Smith to mention a few.
A specialist investigation unit should be set up. The funds retrieved by such a unit would more than

pay victims back, pay for such a force and return funds to the Treasury.
Bristol is a flea pit, a hot bed of corruption that ties directly to seniors in the City of London. Such
investigations should be totally away from Action Fraud, the City of London Police and Corporation and the
MET and Avon & Somerset Police. Additionally the SFO and NCA have 100% failed victims, which should
prompt a “Public Interest” investigation to remove and prosecute people such as Lynn Owens and Lisa
Osofsky, David Green and Richard Alderman who when senior at the SFO was dismissed over £1m being
unaccounted for. There must also be no input as top “peer reviews”, as per the shambolic PCC
Mountstevens’ review. Instead, there needs to be a “no holds barred” investigation with a large fund behind
it. We estimate the frauds done on BSU victims alone at £1.5 to £2bn. That’s not accounting for the UK
Acorn, Commercial First and the remaining HBoS, Vavasseur or Bristol FRP frauds. Nazir Afzal under
Gordon Brown, (Common Purpose) former CPS Prosecutor told police chiefs to look away from teen
grooming gangs, did he do the same as to bank frauds?
The Treasury should consider ring-fencing £5-10 bn for groups mentioned above. This still doesn’t
include victims at RBS, Clydesdale and others.

11. Narrative:
We, the “Lloyds Bank Victims Group”, are in the process of producing a very large “Matrix” to show which
bankers tie in with which associates. This could take a few months as more victims information comes in
weekly, that then has to be plotted.
Add to this the extensive evidence as to forged signatures and documents, the coming Dobbs Review and
the Harper Review. The “MATRIX” is highlighting Nepotism

Nepotism is based on favouritism granted to friends and relatives in various fields, including business,
Bribery · Cronyism · Economics of corruption · Electoral fraud · Influence peddling · Kleptocracy;
Nepotism; Slush fund · Political scandal Nepotism is the practice of favouritism based on kinship, like
when the coach chooses his own kid to be the quarterback even if his kid stinks at football.

12. Conclusion:
Victims ask that all legacy cases are investigated independently by a non compromised police team and
that adequate funding is made available. We ask that our team with evidence and extensive insight are
invited to work close with that team. We ask that some level of financial support is put in place as at times
we have victims living with illness and mental stress on the streets, in temporary homes such as cold
caravans and non suitable housing and in cars, where their wealth has been stolen and in return their
credit is totally broken, as the perpetrators enjoy extremely rich lifestyles from proceeds of crime.
The “Wetiko investigation” and “Matrix” as to wrongful banking practices based in Bristol and the City of London
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The false accounting now, is no different to the tax evasion that bought down Al
Capone in 1931
We understand that Operation Hornet saw Thames Valley Police out of pocket and that more funds should
have been allowed for investigation. Mr Stansfeld PCC TVP has been a tremendous support, backed by
his own experience of the HBoS Reading and other frauds. It remains a complete scandal that our Lloyds
Victims Group would have made no progress whatever in drawing this matter to public attention, if it had
not been for his very considerable assistance.
Victims want fair redress and to see the CPS (away from Duckworth and the Corporation of the City of
London interference), proceed with prosecutions and for those accused to not be able to use bank /
shareholders / victims funds to fight their corner.
Victims want justice and the return of what was stolen and financial restitution.
Victims also want evolutionary change as to regulators not running conflicted quango processes or abusing
conflicted regulatory positions, such as with Eversheds having a senior executive on the board of the
Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), or Blackrock on FOS, or Lloyds Scottish Widows execs sitting on
the PRA or its CEO on the Court of the Bank of England, such as Antonio Horta Osorio or senior Lloyds’
lady Susan Rice.
There is no way SMEs can trust banks, whilst legacy cases remain un-investigated and bankers and legal
professionals, valuers, LPAR/debt collectors, rogue bailiffs and Court officials who abuse public trust, face
no punishment, sentence or stripping of their assets.
Equally, the doors should be closed to the likes of Simon Duckworth being able to sit on all main police
authorities. As the saying goes, who judges the judges ?
How many public funds are being wasted to fund “Common Purpose” agenda’s/ public contracts and
questionable training, that fails to protect public and takes tax revenue in the process to fuel illicit
placements of “Common Purpose” candidates in a like way that freemasons come under public criticism ?
The bigger ‘Matrix’ and larger findings will follow with additional observations.
Lastly, please see page 14, for the flowchart extract, around Simon Duckworth and the main players that
the “MATRIX” has highlighted.

Lloyds Bank Victims Group
(2nd Draft/works in progress) 4 July 2020

“Wetiko” is a word that Native Americans use to designate an evil person who never worries about
the well-being of others. A physic pathogen forcing the narcissist to feed their insatiable needs as if
they were starving whilst evilly destroying others. It makes humanity become its own worst enemy…
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